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It Is about You Little, Brown Books for Young Readers
A Workbook for Using Spiritual Mind Treatment to Experience Health, Happiness, Abundance and Peace. The greatest discovery ever made is the
discovery of the creative power of thought. - ERNEST HOLMES It Is About You is a step-by-step guide to spiritual healing in twelve important life
areas, such as health, finances, employment, and marriage and partnership. Through a series of detailed, easy-to-follow exercises, respected
Religious Science writer/editor Kathy Juline guides readers in developing their own spiritual mind treatments, empowering them to: gain clarity about
problem issues, break negative thought patterns, release limiting beliefs about themselves, look beyond the appearance of lack, and live fully and
freely as who they truly are. Discover the secret of success, abundance, happiness and peace with the guidance and tools provided in It Is About
You.
Holding Back The Tears Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
David Werden wants nothing more than to lead a quiet, ordinary life. But his world is turned upside down when an unknown event
changes the face of the planet. Realizing he cannot live alone in the ruins of the old world, and compelled by a strange internal force to
reach the sea, he sets out on foot, carrying what he can, struggling against the harsh post-apocalyptic environment to search out
others who may still be alive. Thrust into the leadership of a band of survivors, David struggles to scratch out the necessities of life
while dealing with the staggering destruction and overwhelming sense of loss - and begins to understand the tragic and marvelous
events that have occurred to the planet and to humanity itself. Finding love and betrayal, he must fight those who cling to the old world
with all their strength and those who wish to stamp out the growing number of people coming to terms with their new levels of
perception and insight into the Universal Mind.

Creative Magic CreateSpace
Got 90 Days? Then You Can Be a Novelist... Many famous authors write their novels in a matter
of weeks. William Faulkner wrote As I Lay Dying in six weeks. Joyce Carol Oates often cranks
out two or three books a year. Stephen King believes first drafts should take no more than
three months to complete. So, what's the trick? Novel writing isn't about inspiration. It's
about the time, energy, and discipline to see the project to its finish. With 90 Days To Your
Novel at your side, now is the time. This inspiring guide will be your push, your deadline,
and your spark to finally, without excuses, and in three short months, nail that first draft
of your novel. The difference between wanna-be writers and real writers is the difference
between talk and work. If you commit to the schedule and the techniques within 90 Days to Your
Novel and invest two to three hours a day for twelve weeks, you will complete your book. An
outline will appear. Characters will take shape. A plot will emerge. Scenes will come together
and form a story worth reading. And then the talking can begin! This helpful guide provides: •
Instruction that distills the elements of the novel - from crafting your outline to developing
intriguing characters and believable plots • Strategies for gaining support from your family
and friends • Motivating insights about writing and writers to minimize your inevitable
moments of doubt • A schedule to keep you in the writing zone and keep you focused, creative,
and working Whether you're writing your first novel or your third, this guide provides the
coaching, the planning, and the writerly commiseration to help get your book written.
Hotlanta H J Kramer
Write to Explore Your Deep Spiritual Soul “⋯if you think this book is not for you because you are a writer and don’t need another writing book, think again!”
—Sherry Richert Belul, author of Say it Now #1 Best Seller in New Age & Spirituality, Graphology, Parapsychology “I am a writer. Today I write.” These are the opening
lines in the Writing Blessing that author Janet Conner has spoken daily since 2007. Journal-writing and divine dialogue. Janet Conner is a writer, poet, and spiritual field
guide, but first and always a deep spiritual soul explorer. Since she discovered how to activate a divine Voice by slipping into the theta brain wave state (the border between
the conscious and the subconscious) while writing, Janet has dedicated herself to exploring and sharing what it means to live at the vibrant intersection of the visible and the
invisible. Your healing inner voice. After hitting rock bottom while escaping domestic abuse, Janet’s inner voice told her to start writing. As she wrote, she gained clarity
and strength, and felt an incredible connection to the divine. Miracles began to happen. Today, research scientists are providing peeks into consciousness and how it works.
Their findings give intriguing clues about what is happening in and through our bodies, minds, and spirits as we roll pen across paper. Writing Down Your Soul explores
this research and instructs how to access the power and beauty of our deepest selves. Life-changing power of writing. Of all the ways to get in touch with God, why take the
time to write? One reason: it works. It works amazingly well. If you want to engage in a vibrant conversation with the wisdom that dwells just below your conscious
awareness, write. Write every day, at approximately the same time, with passion, honesty, and the intention of speaking with and listening to the voice within. You liked

Expressive Writing, Opening Up by Writing It Down, or Writing as a Path to Awakening? You’ll love Writing Down Your Soul!

I Hate to Say Goodbye HMH Books For Young Readers
Explains what makes a story science fiction and describes how to craft believable characters, intense plots, and satisfying endings with examples from
successful science fiction books.
Dark Tales Capstone Classroom
From the author of the films Lake Dead, (After Dark Film's 8 Films to Die For) and Farmhouse, Daniel P. Coughlin's Ted's Score is a shocking, suspenseful tale of a
depraved, ax-wielding serial killer. When beautiful Jules Benton, a seventeen year old senior, goes missing after the spring formal dance in the small town of
Watertown, Wisconsin, her father, Richard Benton, becomes suspicious of Jules' boyfriend, David Miller and his involvement with her disappearance. When
Richard confirms his suspicions, the brutality of his capability consumes him and soon David will find out what that means. Unbeknownst to David or Richard, a
serial killer by the name of Ted Olson has more to do with Jules' disappearance than anyone might suspect. As Jules' whereabouts unfold, the truth begins to bleed
from a dark place. And the authorities have begun to smell the criminal acts committed. Murder and mayhem catch up with the slow pace of this ordinary Middle
American town when evil, perversion, and death mislead these simple folks into a disastrous wave of crime that spirals out of control. All the while, Ted collects his
score.
Once Again Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
"How many Arabs did you kill Daddy?" Eight-year-old Rimi--a forward thinking tomboy asks her father upon his return from the Israeli army. Taught to fear Arabs,
she then falls in love with one.Rimi's passion to understand life, leads her to orchestrate unusual adventures that at times demand a high price. Her dream of putting
joy into everything around her becomes a daunting task when dealing with a depressed mother who goes on mysterious journey and an explosive father she
adores.This is an intimate and compelling story of not quite ordinary people caught up in an extraordinary time and place.Passion! Conflicts! Political intrigues!
Young and forbidden love! Fertile imaginings and meaningful lessons! The strange and wonderful nuances of living in a farming village and the gut wrenching loss
of a one-true-love. These and much much more (all based on a true story) can be found within.This first book by the emerging writer Ruti Yudovich is an experience
to be embraced.
Start Writing Your Book Today McGraw Hill Professional
Turning This Thing Around is an inspiring memoir of overcoming personal struggles. This brutally honest, deeply personal account of redemption takes readers on a
moving spiritual journey.Confronted with a myriad of obstacles–a debilitating arthritic disease, narcolepsy, anxiety and depression–the author was outwardly happy,
but inwardly miserable. Pushed to the lowest point of his life, Maginn shares how he gradually turned things around and used his experiences to grow as a
person.Supplemented by heartfelt poetry by the author and with quotes from Gandhi to Dr. Wayne Dyer to Eckhart Tolle, Turning This Thing Around has universal
themes that speak to nearly everyone, as we all must face challenges as part of being human. It is a self-help memoir of sorts: the author discusses not only what he
overcame, but also how he did so–and how others can, too. Unlike many popular memoirs on the market, this is a story that more people can relate to. Maginn was
not raised in an eccentric family (Jeannette Walls in The Glass Castle, memoirs by Augusten Burroughs), nor did he travel to Italy, India and Indonesia, as Elizabeth
Gilbert did in Eat, Pray, Love. Rather, Turning This Thing Around is a story of a normal young man's resiliency when battling extraordinary circumstances.

Turning This Thing Around Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
Overbooking? Running late? Feeling overwhelmed by clutter and to-dos? Management consultant Dr. Marilyn Paul guides you on a path to
personal change that will bring true relief from the pain and stress of disorganization. Unlike other books on getting organized, It’s Hard to
Make a Difference When You Can’t Find Your Keys offers a clear seven-step path to personal development that is comprehensive in nature.
Drawing on her own experience as a chronically disorganized person, Paul adds warmth, insight, humor, and hope to this manual for change
and self-discovery. She introduces the notion of becoming “organized enough” to live a far more rewarding life and make the difference that
is most important to you.
Writing Down Your Soul Rose Garden Press
Explains how to create fantasy fiction, from crafting believable characters to creating intense plots, with examples from successful fantasy books.
Introduction to Creative Writing Createspace Independent Pub
Be true to your artistic self—but don’t quit your day job. Whether you're a new graduate, considering a job change, or a creative type who isn’t finding
time to pursue your passions, don’t fall for this line: “Do what you love and the money will follow.” The world is full of starving artists, but you don’t
need to starve financially to thrive artistically. Author JoAnneh Nagler wants you to welcome your creativity and continue to make art—but to do so with
a plan. In this groundbreaking book, she provides step-by-step strategies to teach writers, sculptors, painters, musicians, designers, and other artists how
tohave a well-supported, well-lived life—and make art at the same time. Learn how to: Answer your own artistic callings and get to your art work Give
up starving and struggling and build a supported, creative daily life Manage time, money, and day jobs with easy-to-learn, simple tools Develop rock-
solid creative work ethics and motivational skills No matter what kind of creative person you are, this book has the tools you need to live the life
you’ve always wanted to live—right now, and for your whole life long.
Anemone Enemy Mike Frost
Five tales of terror from the creative mind of Joyce Ann Marie Gage. Vampires, demons, spirits and the evil that exists within the human heart are all
represented in this collection of stories. The book is a must read for any true fan of horror. When you decided to enjoy the delicacies within this work,
we suggest you keep the lights on.
The Creative Life The Countryman Press
"A luxe, full color picture book adaptation of Sy Montgomery and Rebecca Green's New York Times bestselling How to Be a Good Creature"--
A Compass to Fulfillment: Passion and Spirituality in Life and Business Createspace Independent Pub
As second son of the King of Levathia, seventeen-year-old Valerian desires the quiet life of a scholarly monk. But when he fails to save his older brother in battle,
Valerian must instead become crown prince. While a traitorous knight schemes against him, Valerian meets Mercy, a pacifist Healer with whom he can speak mind-
to-mind like the great dragons. Their bond emboldens Valerian to seek out the legendary dragons and ask for their help against the monsters who killed his brother.
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Can Valerian survive the traitor's assassins long enough to find the dragons? And if he does, can he convince them to lay aside their hatred of humans and help him
save the land from destruction?
Write Your Own Folktale Createspace Independent Pub
Hi My Name Is C.J. is an easy to read, fun, interactive children's book. Meet 5 year-old C.J. and learn about all the things he likes and does. Enjoy the
interactive pages by writing your own C.J. story and have fun drawing and colorizing the characters. Have fun and use your imagination.
How to Be an Artist Without Losing Your Mind, Your Shirt, Or Your Creative Compass: A Practical Guide Createspace Independent Pub
Map out your idea and finish your story in 7 stages! This book will show writers how to develop their ideas into a finished novel by working through it
in 7 stages, while learning how to mapping out their story's progress and structure so they can evaluate and improve their work. It teaches writers to
visualize their story's progress with a story map that helps them see all the different components of their story, where these components are going, and,
perhaps most importantly, what's missing. The book simplifies Aristotle's elements of good writing (a.k.a. that each story should have a beginning, a
middle and an end) into easily applicable concepts that will help writers improve their craft. The author helps readers strengthen their work by teaching
them how to focus on one aspect of their story at a time, including forming stories and developing ideas, building strong structures, creating vibrant
characters, and structuring scenes and transitions. Thought-provoking questions help writers more objectively assess their story's strengths and
weaknesses so they may write the story they want to tell.
Becoming a Good Creature Red Wheel/Weiser
300 CREATIVE WRITING PROMPTS: THE COMPLETE FICTION WRITER'S JOURNAL is your artistic muse and creative compass. All 300 prompts are
curated to unleash the creative fiction writer's imagination and eliminate the headache that can sometimes occur between brain and pen. Writing just became pain-
free. Peruse the prompts until you find the perfect match, or scan the table of contents to see what section you'd like to start with. We guarantee there's something to
tickle your fancy, no matter what mood you're in. Access and refine different aspects of your writing skills. Utilize the different prompt categories to start with
character, setting, or plot. Every prompt is designed to evoke story ideas unique to each writer. So break the rules, and twist and bend the prompts. Become the
architect of your story with 300 CREATIVE WRITING PROMPTS: THE COMPLETE FICTION WRITER'S JOURNAL. Samples: Story Starters Grow a story
from one of these story-starting first lines: - It's ironic that he died eating a sandwich, bologna sandwiches were his favorite food. - As I walked home amongst the
autumn leaves, the chilly nip in the wind seemed to be foreshadowing the change that was coming. Realistic Write a grounded story: - Write a story about a dying
man who finally gains the courage to do something he's always been afraid to do. - Write a story about a couple who meet in the most unexpected way. Fantasy
Craft a story that toys with the rules of nature: - Everything that Madelyn writes a story about happens in real life. - Write a story about someone who has
supernatural powers-- and gets caught using them. Setting Starters Choose a story setting that sparks your imagination: - Write a story that takes place on a cliff that
is overlooking a canyon. - Write a story that takes place in a vast apple orchard. How did they get there? Think backward from these prompts to explain how your
characters got into a certain situation: - A child is riding his bicycle through the pouring rain as fast as he can. - Someone is stumbling through the pitch black woods
at night. Silly Enjoy some light-hearted writing: - Write a story about a mischievous puppy that wreaks havoc on its family. - Write a story about a pack of gummy
bears that come to life. Adventure Create an action-packed adventure: - One day, Maya is home alone when she hears the shower turn on in her bathroom. What
happens next? - Write a story about a man who dies in mysterious circumstances. Most of his friends seem to brush it off as an accident, but his son won't rest until
he knows what happened. From the Perspective Of Pick a character that interests you and tell their story. - A transfer student's first day at their new school. -
Someone who wakes up and can't remember who they are or where they are. *Book includes around five prompts per page.
Kaleidoscope Snowflakes Coloring Book Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
The hum of the machines wasn't what Martice wanted to hear right now but it was a sign that he was getting something done around here. He had
walked into the Print & Document Service Department of Max Office Superstore to find mounds of work waiting for him, you'd think by now he was
used to it, but like all the other things you'd think he would be use to by now he wasn't. Six months ago he had meet the guy he was sure was the one,
while it was a rocky start in the end or at least up till now things where still good. Yea Dre still had his bad habits, but Martice know he was faithful
even with all the flirting... Read this compelling short story to find out where things lead with Martice in "Hotlanta."
Little Bunny's Own Storybook Capstone
Explains how to create realistic fiction, from crafting believable characters to creating intense plots, with examples from successful drama
and comedic fiction books.
Hi My Name Is Cj Createspace Independent Pub
Choose a colored pencil, pen, or marker and start coloring the kaleidoscope patterns of these unique ice crystal snowflakes! These 25 original designs are detailed
and somewhat complex, drawn with fine lines, and each has its own unique look and feel. These aren't your common white snowflakes - they want COLOR! Each
design was hand-drawn with a stylus and a drawing tablet, and was inspired by creative impulses and a love of snowflakes and winter. Some designs are large,
single snowflakes, others are patterns or interesting groupings, and they are all printed one-sided. Coloring is fun no matter what your age. It's also a wonderful way
to relax and release stress. You can color these snowflakes anytime - over the winter holidays, or in the middle of summer when the weather is too hot!
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